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March 19, 2018 @ 1029 

***Moody, Atmospheric INDIE DARK POP SONGS with Female Vocals are needed by a 

globally distributed Production Music Library with an awesome, 20-year history of great TV 

and Film placements. They’re looking for Down-to-Mid-Tempo Songs that could generally fit in 

the stylistic wheelhouse of these references the company gave us:  

“Killer Shangri-Lah” by PSHYCOTIC BEATS 

 

“I Can't Help Myself” by Phil Kieran 

 

Give them well-crafted Songs with melancholy lyrics and dark-ish, moody vibe and style, overall. 

Your production and arrangement can vary, but should be somewhat in the ballpark of the references 

above. Having a cool, “indie” style vocal performance that’s really compelling (in the context of this 

unusual genre) could propel you to the top of the list for this pitch! 

 

Lyric themes can vary, but they should be something you’d typically hear on the darker side of the 

Electronic Indie Pop genre. Universal lyrics that avoid references to specific names, places, dates, 

times, brands, and profanity could have an edge, but we don’t think they’re critically important for 

this request. Do NOT copy the referenced artist or songs in any way, shape, or form. Use them only 

as a guide for tempo, texture, and tone. Broadcast Quality is needed (great sounding home recordings 

are fine). 

 

This company offers an EXCLUSIVE deal. You’ll split all upfront sync fees 50/50. You’ll keep 

100% of the Writer’s share and the Publisher will get 100% of the Publisher’s share. You must own 
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or control your Master and Copyright. Since this is an EXCLUSIVE deal, please be sure the material 

you submit for this pitch is NOT already signed with any other Libraries or Catalogs. Please submit 

as many Songs as you’d like online or per CD. All submissions will be screened on a Yes/No basis – 

Short critiques only. Submissions must be received no later than 11:59PM (PDT) on Wednesday, 

March 21st, 2018.   

***CONTEMPORARY HIP-HOP SONGS with Female Vocals are needed by a Major Record 

Label for a newly signed Artist. They’re on the hunt for Mid-to-Up-Tempo Songs that you’d hear 

on a chart or radio station’s playlist with acts and songs like (but not limited to): 

“Ready or Not” by The Fugees 

“Doo-Wop” by Lauryn Hill 

“Smack That” by Akon ft. Eminem 

Please submit songs that are rhythmically, melodically, and lyrically engaging, with an outstanding 

vocal performance that sounds like a real-deal, Rap/Hip-Hop artist. Make sure your song has creative 

metaphors, inventive wordplay, and an instantly a memorable chorus. Your instrumentation and 

production can vary, but should be somewhat stylistically consistent with the references above. 

Your recording quality needs to be clean, clear, well balanced, and good enough to represent your 

song well. Please submit as many Songs as you’d like, online or per CD. All submissions will be 

screened on a Yes/No basis – Short critiques only. Submissions must be received no later than 

11:59PM (PDT), on Wednesday, March 21st, 2018. 

***WARM, COZY, ACOUSTIC-BASED INSTRUMENTAL CUES are needed by a boutique 

Music Library with tons of credits in big Feature Films, countless TV Shows, and TV 

Commercials. They’re looking for Mid-to-Up-Tempo Instrumental Cues that would fall within the 

general stylistic range of the following references the Music Library gave us:  

Instrumental Reference 1 

Instrumental Reference 2 
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Instrumental Reference 3 

 

Please give them warm, well-crafted Instrumentals that are in the stylistic ballpark of the references 

above. “Imagine a family sitting together in the warm light of the fireplace in their living room, or 

other 'cozy' places.” Instrumental Cues that are primarily acoustic-based should work best. Build 

your Cue around a central melodic theme, while adding and subtracting layers of instrumentation to 

create dynamic builds and forward momentum as it progresses. Anything that sounds stiff, synthetic, 

or obviously MIDI-driven won’t work for this pitch. Organic sounding material is what they’re 

looking for! 

 

Quoting the Music Library: “Your Cues don’t need a prominent melody – rather, nice musical 

motives that work well as background music with some sense of forward movement.” 

 

All submissions should be around Two-Minutes long (give or take) with non-faded, buttoned 

endings. Do NOT copy the referenced examples in any way, shape, or form. Use them only as a 

general guide for tempo, tone, and overall vibe. Broadcast Quality is needed (great sounding home 

recordings are fine). 

 

This Music Library offers an EXCLUSIVE deal with a cool twist. You’ll keep 50% of all gross 

income generated by your music, plus you’ll get 100% of the Writer’s share income generated by 

your PRO. In other words, if the company licenses your music under a blanket deal, you’ll get 

income. If they license it for a YouTube video, you’ll get income. Not all music libraries pay you for 

things like that! The Publisher will get 100% of the Publisher’s share. 

 

Because this is an Exclusive deal, the music you submit for this pitch cannot already be signed with 

any other Libraries or Publishers. You must own or control 100% of your Master and Composition 

rights. Please send as many Instrumental Cues as you’d like, online or per CD. All submissions will 

be screened on a Yes/No basis – Short critiques only. Submissions must be received no later than 

11:59PM (PDT) on Thursday, March 22nd, 2018.   

***CONTEMPORARY COUNTRY SONGS with Male or Female Vocals are needed by a 

Successful European Music Library that primarily pitches to high-profile Feature Films and 

Advertising Campaigns. This company has just started running Listings with TE. It’s very unlikely 
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that you’ve got any music in their catalog, so this is a killer opportunity to build a new relationship 

with an awesome company run by some very smart, hard-working people! 

They’re looking for great, Mid-to-Up-Tempo Songs in the general stylistic ballpark of artists like 

(but not limited to) Luke Bryan, Lindsay Ell, Blake Shelton, etc., etc., etc. Please listen to the 

following references to get a feel for the general style they need: 

“Most People Are Good” by Luke Bryan 

“Criminal” by Lindsay Ell 

“I Lived It” by Blake Shelton 

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you’re selected by this company, they will need a version of your song 

sung by the opposite gender as well, but not yet! (In other words, if the initial submission is female, 

you will need to send a male vocal version, or vice versa, if your song is accepted.) You’ll need to do 

that within 2 WEEKS of them letting you know. All you need to submit at the moment is the original 

version of your song. If you don’t have the ability to get an alternate gender version of your Song in 

the Music Library’s hands within 2 weeks of being contacted, please don’t submit for this! 

Please submit A-Plus Songs with fresh, catchy melodies, and conversational, visually descriptive 

lyrics. Be sure your submissions have a Contemporary Country structure with a highly polished 

production quality that’s well mixed. You’d be wise to have a solid and super confident vocal 

performance that has plenty of confidence, personality, and Country authenticity! 

NOTE 2: If they contact you, they will quickly need an un-mastered mix, as well as several kinds of 

stems. If you don’t know how to turn that stuff around quickly, please don’t submit for this request. 

Lyric themes can vary, but should be something that’s in line with the best of today's Contemporary 

Country music. You’d be smart to avoid references to specific names, dates, times, places, brands, 

and profanity. Do not copy the referenced acts or songs in any way, shape, or form. Use them only as 

a general guide for tempo, tone, and overall vibe. Broadcast Quality is needed (great sounding home 

recordings are fine). 

This company offers an EXCLUSIVE deal. You’ll split all upfront sync fees 50/50. You’ll keep 

100% of the Writer’s share and the Publisher will get 100% of the Publisher’s share. You must own 
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or control your Master and Copyright. Since this is an EXCLUSIVE deal, please be sure the material 

you submit for this pitch is NOT already signed with any other Libraries or Catalogs. Please send as 

many Songs as you’d like, online or per CD with lyrics, photos, and bio (yep, this is a high-end 

company, and they use that stuff to market your music). All submissions will be screened on a 

Yes/No basis – Short critiques only. Submissions must be received no later than 11:59PM (PDT), 

on Saturday, March 24th, 2018. 

***CONTEMPORARY, MAINLY ELECTRONIC-DRIVEN DANCE-POP SONGS with 

Female Vocals are needed by a Platinum-selling artist who is creating a folder of great material 

for possible single releases and/or EP/album releases. She’s looking for Mid-To-Up-Tempo songs 

with a darker tone (not typical feel-good-tunes) that would be appealing to fans of artists like (but 

not limited to) Rihanna, Azealia Banks, Róisín Murphy etc., etc., etc. Please listen to the following 

references to get a feel for the vibe, style and sound she’s going for: 

WARNING: Some of the following references have graphic and explicit lyrics. Listener discretion is 

advised. 

”Desperado” by Rihanna 

”Mad House” by Rihanna 

”212” by Azealia Banks 

”Ramalama Bang Bang” by Róisín Murphy 

”Heads Will Roll” by Yeah Yeah Yeahs (A-Trak remix) 

Please submit contemporary, radio friendly, Dance/Pop songs with memorable hooks and an 

undeniably catchy chorus. Your instrumentation should mainly be electronic driven (i.e. synths and 

electronic drums), but some exceptions can be made if your overall sound has as an electronic feel. 

Without copying, please keep the vibe of the reference songs in mind when you pitch, and try and 

adopt the harshness/dark (almost spooky) tones to the songs. 

This artist does not need to hear fully produced songs or finished, written top lines. She is open to 

listening to quick demos as long as they are strong and have real potential. However, songs with 
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fuller production are preferable. Ideally, this artist wants to work with producers/songwriters that are 

open to changing the instrumentation/structure if she has any ideas and/or wishes. 

Your recording quality needs to be clean, well balanced, and good enough to represent your song 

well. Please submit as many Songs as you’d like, online or per CD. All submissions will be screened 

on a Yes/No basis - Short critiques only. Submissions must be received no later than 11:59PM 

(PDT), on Sunday, March 25th, 2018. 

***CURRENT-SOUNDING HIP-HOP INSTRUMENTAL CUES are needed by a NON-

Exclusive Music Library that’s already landed hundreds of placements for TE members in lots 

of popular TV shows. Give them fresh, Mid-to-Up-Tempo Cues that are in the general stylistic 

range of what you’d hear from artists like Migos, N.E.R.D, Logic, etc., etc., etc. Please listen to the 

following references to get a general idea of what could work for this pitch: 

WARNING: Some of the following references have graphic and explicit lyrics. Listener discretion is 

advised. 

“Stir Fry” by Migos 

“Lemon” by N.E.R.D & Rihanna 

“EVERYDAY” by Marshmello & Logic 

Although the references have vocals, please submit Instrumentals only for this pitch. 

Please submit rhythmically and melodically engaging Hip Hop Instrumental Cues with polished 

production. Your Instrumentals should be current sounding with crisp sounding drums, contemporary 

sounding instrumentation, and tons of ear candy throughout. Structure your Cues around a central 

motif, while adding and subtracting instrumentation as it progresses to create dynamics and forward 

momentum, without sounding overly repetitious. 

Your submissions should be about 1:30 in length, give or take. Non-faded, Buttoned/Stinger endings 

will work best. Do NOT copy the referenced material in any way, shape, or form. Use it only as a 

general guide for tempo, tone, and overall vibe. Also, do not submit any material with unauthorized 

samples of other artists’ songs, sounds, or any other form of media. Broadcast Quality is needed 

(great sounding home recordings are fine). 
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This Library offers a NON-EXCLUSIVE 50/50 split deal. You’ll split any applicable sync fees 

50/50, and keep 100% of the Writer’s share. The Publisher gets 100% of the Publisher’s share. 

You’ll maintain full ownership of the original Copyright and Master Recording. You must own or 

control your Master and Copyright to submit to this pitch. Please submit as many Instrumental Cues 

as you'd like online or per CD. All submissions will be screened on a Yes/No basis - No full 

critiques. Submissions must be received no later than 11:59PM (PDT), on Tuesday, March 27th, 

2018. 

***CONTEMPORARY POP SONGS with Male or Female Vocals are needed by a Successful 

European Music Library that primarily pitches to high-profile Feature Films and Advertising 

campaigns. This company has just started running Listings with TE. It’s very unlikely that you’ve 

got any music in their catalog, so this is a killer opportunity to build a new relationship with an 

awesome company run by some very smart, hard-working people! 

They’re looking for top-notch, Mid-to-Up-Tempo Songs that sound like what you’d hear on playlists 

with artists like (but not limited to): Dua Lipa, Maroon 5, Zedd, etc., etc., etc. Please listen to the 

following references to get in the general stylistic wheelhouse of what they’re looking for: 

“New Rules” by Dua Lipa 

“Wait” by Maroon 5 

“The Middle” by Zedd, Maren Morris, Grey 

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you’re selected by this company, they will need a version of your song 

sung by the opposite gender as well, but not yet! (In other words, if the initial submission is female, 

you will need to send a male vocal version, or vice versa, if your song is accepted.) You’ll need to do 

that within 2 WEEKS of them letting you know. All you need to submit at the moment is the original 

version of your song. If you don’t have the ability to get an alternate gender version of your 

Song in the Music Library hands within 2 weeks of being contacted, please don’t submit for 

this! 

Give them expressive Songs that have a solid Pop song structure with memorable melodies, and an 

unbelievably catchy chorus that could be good for either advertising or film placements. Be sure your 

song’s production quality is highly polished and well mixed. Your vocal performance should be 
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excellent, with a current sounding Pop-Style delivery. The bar will be high for this request, so pitch 

your best! 

NOTE 2: If they contact you, they will quickly need an un-mastered mix, as well as several kinds of 

stems. If you don’t know how to turn that stuff around quickly, please don’t submit for this request. 

Lyric themes can vary, but should be something that you’d expect to hear on the Pop Charts. You’d 

be smart to avoid references to specific names, dates, times, places, and profanity. Do not copy the 

referenced acts or songs in any way, shape, or form. Use them only as a general guide for tempo, 

tone, and overall vibe. Broadcast Quality is needed (great sounding home recordings are fine). 

This company offers an EXCLUSIVE deal. You’ll split all upfront sync fees 50/50. You’ll keep 

100% of the Writer’s share and the Publisher will get 100% of the Publisher’s share. You must own 

or control your Master and Copyright. Since this is an EXCLUSIVE deal, please be sure the 

material you submit for this pitch is NOT already signed with any other Libraries or Catalogs. 

Please send as many Songs as you’d like, online or per CD with lyrics, photos, and bio (yep, this is a 

high-end company, and they use that stuff to market your music). All submissions will be screened 

on a Yes/No basis – Short critiques only. Submissions must be received no later than 11:59PM 

(PDT), on Tuesday, March 27th, 2017. 

***DARK, BLUESY, COUNTRY ROCK SONGS with Male Vocals are needed by a European 

Music Library with lots and lots of great placements in Film and TV. This company has just 

started running Listings with TE. It’s very unlikely that you’ve got any music in their catalog, so 

this is a killer opportunity to get in on the ground floor and build a new relationship! 

They need a fresh batch of Mid-Tempo Songs that you’d find on a playlist with artists like (but not 

limited to) Blues Saraceno, The White Buffalo, Johnny Cash, Black Rebel Kaleo, etc., etc., etc. 

Please listen to the following references to get in the broad stylistic range of what they’re looking 

for: 

“Dogs of War” by Blues Saraceno 

“The House of The Rising Sun” by The White Buffalo 

“God's Gonna Cut You Down” by Johnny Cash 
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Please submit moody Country Rock Songs that have an edgy and almost outlaw-like feel and style. 

Your song should have solid production, with great musicianship and lean a bit more toward the 

Blues-y side of Country Rock. Your submissions should convey an authentic, Blues-y vibe that 

would fit on a playlist with the references above. Be sure your vocal performance has lots of grit, 

attitude, and passion! 

They didn’t specify any lyric themes, however, if you could imagine hearing your lyric fitting in with 

the references above, then you’re probably in the ballpark. Please avoid references to specific names, 

dates, times, places, brands, and profanity. Do NOT copy the referenced artists or songs in any way, 

shape, or form. Use them as a general guide for tempo, tone, and overall vibe. Broadcast Quality is 

needed (great sounding home recordings are fine). 

This company offers an EXCLUSIVE deal, so please be sure the songs you pitch for this opportunity 

are NOT already signed with any other Companies or Catalogs. Any sync fees will be split 50/50 

with the Company. You'll get 100% of the Writer's share, and the Publisher will get 100% of the 

Publisher's share. You must own or control your Master and Copyright to submit. Please submit as 

many Songs as you'd like online or per CD. All submissions will be screened on a Yes/No basis – 

Short critiques only. Submissions must be received no later than 11:59PM (PDT), on Tuesday, 

March 27th, 2018. 

***TENSION-BUILDING INSTRUMENTAL CUES are needed by a large TV Production 

Company’s Non-Exclusive, In-House Music Library that supplies music directly to its roster of 

Hit Reality Shows. They’re looking for compelling, Down-to-Mid-Tempo Tension Cues that could 

work well for Reality TV Shows in the stylistic wheelhouse of these examples: 

“Dance Moms” (0:00-0:27) 

“Keeping Up With the Kardashians” (0:10-0:32) 

“Bad Girls Club” (0:21-1:08) 

Please submit dramatic, well-crafted Cues that deliver a minimalist, yet tension-inducing tone and 

feeling. Craft your Cues around a melodic theme that conveys a rising level of anxiety, discomfort, 

and suspense, while weaving layers of instrumentation/elements in and out to create dynamics and 
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forward momentum. Please be sure your samples and VI sounds are really current sounding and well 

executed. 

Your submissions should be about 1:30 long, and have Non-faded, Buttoned/Stinger endings. Please 

do NOT copy or rip off the referenced artists or their music in any way, shape, or form. Use them 

only as a general guide for tempo, texture, tone, and overall vibe. Broadcast quality is needed (great 

sounding home recordings are fine). 

This company offers a NON-EXCLUSIVE, 50/50 deal. You’ll split any applicable sync fees 50/50. 

You’ll get 100% of the Master rights and Writer’s share, and the Library will get 100% of the 

Publishing for any placements they generate. You must own or control your Master and Copyright to 

submit for this opportunity. Please send as many Instrumental Cues as you’d like, online or per CD. 

All submissions will be screened on a Yes/No basis – Short critiques only. Submissions must be 

received no later than 11:59PM (PDT), on Sunday, April 1st, 2018. 

***CHART-WORTHYADULT CONTEMPORARY/POP SONGS with Male or Female Vocals 

are needed by an A-list Record Producer’s Publishing Company. They’re looking for stellar 

Songs in All Tempos that could generally fit in the stylistic wheelhouse of these references (but NOT 

limited to): 

"Issues" by Julia Michaels 

“One Last Song” by Sam Smith 

“Perfect Duet” by Ed Sheeran ft. Beyoncé 

Please submit well-structured songs with compelling lyrics, a great melody, and a big, hit chorus that 

sounds like it’s ready for radio. Your Song should be tad more mature than typical Pop songs, but 

still able to resonate with a broad audience. Your vocal performance should have a strong, confident 

delivery that’s so competitive that it would fit seamlessly on a playlist with the other song on the A/C 

charts! You need killer vocals on “demos” to get the acts stoked about cutting your song. 

Your production and recording quality needs to be clean, clear, well balanced, and good enough to 

represent your song well. That said, this Producer is open to hearing stripped-down demos if the song 

is super strong and the demo conveys how strong it is. A piano/vocal or guitar/vocal of a great song 

could work for this pitch! 
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The deal will be negotiated between you and the Publishing Company. Please do not submit songs 

that are already in any other catalogs or signed to any other publishing companies. The company 

typically does EXCLUSIVE publishing or co-publishing deals from what we’ve observed. Do NOT 

copy the referenced artists or songs in any way, shape, or form. Use them only as a general guide for 

tone and overall vibe. 

Please submit as many Songs as you’d like, online or per CD, include lyrics.  All submissions will be 

screened and critiqued by TE and must be received no later than 11:59PM (PDT), on Monday, 

April 2nd, 2018. 

***HEARTFELT LOVE SONGS with FEMALE Vocals are needed for several $3,000, Direct-

to-Music Supervisor, NON-Exclusive placements in a Romantic Comedy Feature Film. He’s 

looking for Down-To-Mid-Tempo Songs in the general stylistic range of these references we got 

from the Supervisor: 

“You’re Still The One” by Shania Twain 

“When You Say Nothing At All” by Alison Krauss 

“Burn” by Tina Arena 

“When I Look At You” by Miley Cyrus 

NOTE: Although the reference Songs range a bit stylistically, ask yourself, “Does my song’s lyric 

thematically or topically fit with the message of those references?” This Music Supervisor is open to 

hearing both contemporary and old school ‘90s – early 2000s-leaning material. 

Quoting the Music Supervisor: “Songs should have great arrangements and well-crafted lyrics. A 

small ensemble is ok, but nothing overly grand for this.” 

Give him emotionally moving songs that have exceptional melodies, a heartfelt chorus and strong 

production values without getting too busy or overly grand. Your instrumentation can be as simple 

as an acoustic guitar/vocal or piano/vocal, or you can go a bit bigger with a small ensemble. 

Having a great, honest vocal performance with a touching delivery should help you stand out for this 

pitch. 
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Lyrics that don’t mention specific names, places, dates, times, brands, or profanity will be 

appreciated. Do NOT copy the referenced artists in any way, shape, or form. Use them only as a 

guide for tempo, texture, and tone. Broadcast quality is needed (great sounding home recordings are 

fine). 

The estimated license fee for this sync is $3,000, depending on the ultimate placement. This is a 

Direct-to-Music Supervisor placement, so you’ll keep 100% ownership of your Master and 

Composition rights, plus you’ll also get 100% of the sync fee and any applicable performance 

royalties. You must own or control your Master and Copyright to pitch for this opportunity. Please 

submit as many Songs as you’d like online or per CD. All submissions will be screened on a Yes/No 

basis - No full critiques. Time permitting; the Music Supervisor himself might be able to screen 

submissions for this request! No promises, but we’re hoping!! Submissions must be received no later 

than 11:59PM (PDT), on Tuesday, April 3rd, 2018.  

***CURRENT SOUNDING EDM SONGS with Male or Female Vocals are needed by a busy, 

NON-Exclusive Music Library that’s building a catalogue of music to pitch directly to a huge 

Ad Agency. Send them Mid-to-Up-Tempo Songs that could generally fit in the stylistic wheelhouse 

of the following references (but not limited to): 

“Jungle Pump” by Skrillex , Diplo & Valentino Khan 

“Like I Do” by David Guetta, Martin Garrix & Brooks 

“No Promises” by Cheat Codes ft. Demi Lovato 

Please submit fresh Songs that sound like they’d be all over the EDM Charts! Your song should have 

stellar production, plenty of great builds, engaging hooks, and a big infectious chorus section that’s 

really, really awesome. Be sure your tracks have great energy and feel positive, and not dark. 

Advertising agencies typically don’t want dark, sinister music! 

TE TIP: Your lyrics and vocal performance can be minimal and sparsely placed in the song, which 

is somewhat typical for this genre. 

Universal lyrics that avoid references to specific names, dates, times, brands, and places will make 

your songs more usable. Do NOT copy the referenced artists or songs in any way, shape, or form. 

Use them only as a general guide for feel, texture, tone, and vibe. Do NOT submit any material with 
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unauthorized samples of any other artists’ music, sounds, or any other form of media. Broadcast 

Quality is needed (great sounding home recordings are fine). 

This company offers a NON-EXCLUSIVE, 50/50 deal. You’ll split any applicable sync fees 50/50. 

You’ll get 100% of the Master rights and Writer’s share, and the Library will get 100% of the 

Publishing for any placements they generate. You must own or control your Master and Copyright to 

submit for this opportunity. Please submit as many Songs as you'd like online or per CD. All 

submissions will be screened on a Yes/No basis - No full critiques. Submissions must be received no 

later than 11:59PM (PDT), on Wednesday, April 4th, 2018. 

***INDIE POP/ROCK SONGS with Male or Female Vocals are needed by a Successful 

European Music Library that primarily pitches to high profile Feature Films and Advertising 

Campaigns. This company has just started running Listings with TE. It’s very unlikely that you’ve 

got any music in their catalog, so this is a killer opportunity to build a new relationship with an 

awesome company run by some very smart, hard-working people! 

They’re looking for top-notch, Mid-to-Up-Tempo Songs that sound like what you’d hear on playlists 

with artists like (but not limited to): The 1975 Alice Merton, WALK THE MOON, etc., etc., etc. 

Please listen to the following references to get in the general stylistic wheelhouse of what they’re 

looking for: 

“The Sound” by The 1975 

“No Roots” by Alice Merton 

“One Foot” by WALK THE MOON 

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you’re selected by this company, they will need a version of your song 

sung by the opposite gender as well, but not yet! (In other words, if the initial submission is female, 

you will need to send a male vocal version, or vice versa, if your song is accepted.) You’ll need to do 

that within 2 WEEKS of them letting you know. All you need to submit at the moment is the original 

version of your song. If you don’t have the ability to get an alternate gender version of your Song in 

the Music Library hands within 2 weeks of being contacted, please don’t submit for this! 

Please submit innovative Pop/Rock Songs that have a cool Indie sound, while still keeping a 

mainstream appeal. Your submission should be rhythmically and melodically engaging, with a 
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tasteful blend of authentic sounding live instrumentation and some electronic elements. Your vocal 

performance and overall sound should reflect the “Indie” aesthetic the referenced acts share. 

NOTE 2: If they contact you, they will quickly need an un-mastered mix, as well as several kinds of 

stems (sub-mixes). If you don’t know how to turn that stuff around quickly, please don’t submit for 

this request. 

Your lyric themes can vary, but should be in the general range of the references and other songs in 

that ballpark. Try to avoid references to specific names, dates, times, places, brands and profanity if 

you’d like to increase your chances of getting your song used! Do not copy the referenced acts or 

songs in any way, shape, or form. Use them only as a general guide for tempo, tone, and overall vibe. 

Broadcast Quality is needed (great sounding home recordings are fine). 

This company offers an EXCLUSIVE deal. You’ll split all upfront sync fees 50/50. You’ll keep 

100% of the Writer’s share and the Publisher will get 100% of the Publisher’s share. You must own 

or control your Master and Copyright. Since this is an EXCLUSIVE deal, please be sure the material 

you submit for this pitch is NOT already signed with any other Libraries or Catalogs. Please send as 

many Songs as you’d like, online or per CD with lyrics, photos, and bio (yep, this is a high-end 

company, and they use that stuff to market your music). All submissions will be screened on a 

Yes/No basis – Short critiques only. Submissions must be received no later than 11:59PM (PDT), 

on Thursday, April 5th, 2018. 

***CONTEMPORARY COUNTRY/ROCK SONGS with Male or Female Vocals are needed 

by a NON-Exclusive Music Library that’s already landed hundreds of placements for TE 

members in lots of popular TV shows. They need Mid-to-Up-Tempo Songs in the general stylistic 

wheelhouse of (but not limited to) the following references: 

“The Bad In Me” by Jake Owen 

“Good Girl” by Carrie Underwood 

“Bottoms Up” by Brantley Gilbert 

Please submit well-crafted Country/Rock Songs that have great melodies, a compelling chorus, and 

great conversational lyrics. Your submissions should have strong Country production with an 

obvious Rock influence that would sound at home on a playlist with the references above. Be sure 
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your vocal performance is really, really good, with plenty of confidence, personality, and Country 

authenticity! 

TE Tip: You’d be wise to stay away from anything that’s Metal or Hard Rock infused for this 

request. Keep it Country/Rock, not Country/Metal ;-) 

Lyric themes can be in the range of what you would typically hear in a Country song. You’d be wise 

to avoid lyrics that mention specific dates, times, places, profanity or brands if you’d like to increase 

your chances of getting placed in this Music Library! Do not copy the referenced acts or songs in any 

way, shape, or form. Use them only as a general guide for tempo, tone, and overall vibe. Broadcast 

Quality is needed (great sounding home recordings are fine). 

This Library offers a NON-EXCLUSIVE 50/50 split deal. You’ll split any applicable sync fees 

50/50, and keep 100% of the Writer’s share. The Publisher gets 100% of the Publisher’s share. 

You’ll maintain full ownership of the original Copyright and Master Recording. You must own or 

control your Master and Copyright to submit to this pitch. Please submit as many Songs as you'd like 

online or per CD. All submissions will be screened and critiqued by TE and must be received no 

later than 11:59PM (PDT), on Wednesday, April 4th, 2018. 

***CONTEMPORARY POP SONGS with Male or Female Vocals are needed by a Major 

Label A&R Executive for a huge, award winning, Chart-Topping group that’s currently 

looking for material for their next record. They’re looking for Mid-to-Up-Tempo HITS in the 

general stylistic ballpark of artists like (but not limited to) The Chainsmokers, Zedd, Cheat Codes, 

etc., etc., etc. Please listen to the following references that our client provided us with to get a 

general idea of what they’re looking for:  

“Closer” by The Chainsmokers ft. Halsey 

 

“Stay” by Zedd, Alessia Cara 

 

“No Promises” by Cheat Codes ft. Demi Lovato 

 

Please submit commercially appealing songs, with simple, infectious melodies, awesome melodic 

and rhythmic hooks throughout, and a dynamic and undeniably catchy chorus that sounds like a hit 
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the instant you hear it. This act will likely remix or re-work the song, and it’s an actual possibility 

that they may keep your vocals on the track! 

 

Quoting our Client: “The song’s story/concept will be critical, lyrics should be positive, youthful, 

but edgy.” 

 

You’d be wise to have a really great vocal performance to help sell the artist and label on cutting 

your song. Your recording and production quality needs to be clean, well balanced, and good enough 

to represent your song well. Please submit as many Songs as you’d like, online or per CD. All 

submissions will be screened on a Yes/No basis - Short critiques only. Submissions must be received 

no later than 11:59PM (PDT) on Wednesday, April 18th, 2018. 
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